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Commander’s Corner 

 

I knew it, I knew it and now it has been confirmed by one of 

the “Leaders” of our country. 

I knew you guys were different and now I have an “expert” 

telling me how different you truly are! I quote Ms. Diane 

Feinstein, “All vets are mentally ill and government should 

prevent them from owning firearms.”. Now I would like to 

see her say that to the under 21 year old she and her cronies 

send off to protect her bony a*&! I‟m proud to say about my 

Veteran friends that we „may‟ be a little crazy but you are my 

heroes! So what if we are a little different. We pay our re-

spects to our flag, pray to our God, and help our fellow man. 

Does that make us „mentally ill‟? I think not. The cornerstone 

of this country is the freedom of speech and I admit at times I 

would love to put a muzzle on some self-proclaimed experts. 

However I have to remind myself that they too have freedom 

of speech, no matter how dumb they sound! Dr. Joyce Broth-

ers in her definition of a Submariner said it so well: “Are the 

men in the submarine service braver than those in other pur-

suits where the possibility of sudden tragedy is constant? The 

glib answer would be to say they are. It is more accurate,  

from a psychological point of view, to say they are not neces-

sarily braver, but they are men who have a little more insight 

into themselves and their capabilities.” Do you suppose being 

a little “off” is required for qualification?  

Here‟s to all you „crazy guys‟ out there---I love ya all!! 

 

Fair winds and following seas 

Ray Lough 

Blueback Base 

Blueback Base Meeting Minutes 

4/14/2013 

The Blueback Base had our annual Submarine birthday 

brunch at the Old Spaghetti Factory  in Clackamas OR. 

There were 54 in attendance, good crowd. There was a brief 

meeting in which the Pledge Of Allegiance was said and each 

Sub. Vet. introduced themselves and their guest . Fine dinning 

was had by all (I think) and conversations (BS) filled the 

room. 

 Humor 
 
The mother-in-law comes home and finds her son-in-law furi-
ous and packing his suitcase. 
"What happened?" 
"What happened? - I'll tell you what happened! 
I sent an email to my wife saying that I was coming home from 
my trip today. 
I got home and guess what I found? 
My wife, yes my Rachel, with a naked guy in our marital bed! 
This is the end of our marriage, I will leave forever!" 
"Calm down!" says mother-in-law. "There is something odd 
about this story. 
Rachel would never do such a thing! 
Wait a minute while I check what happened." 
Moments later, mother-in-law comes back with a big smile. 
"You see, I said there must be a simple explanation..." 

"Rachel never got your e-mail." 

More Humor 

North Dakota SALESMAN  
  

A young guy from North Dakota moves to Florida and goes to 

a big "everything under one roof" department store looking for 

a job. The Manager says, "Do you have any sales experience?" 

The kid says  "Yeah. I was a vacuum salesman back in North 

Dakota ."   

 Well, the boss was unsure, but he liked the kid and figured 

he'd give him a  shot, so he gave him the job. "You start tomor-

row. I'll come down after we close and see how you did."   

 His first day on the job was rough, but he got through it. After 

the store was locked up, the boss came down to the sales floor.  

 

"How many customers bought something from you today son?" 

The kid frowns and looks at the floor and mutters, "One". The 

boss says "Just one?!!? Our sales people average sales to 20 to 

30 customers a day. That will have to change, and soon, if 

you'd like to continue your employment  here. We have very 

strict standards for our sales force here in Florida .One sale a  

day might have been acceptable in North Dakota, but you're 

not on the farm anymore, son." The kid took his beating, but 

continued to look at his shoes, so the boss felt kinda bad for 

chewing him out on his first day. He asked (semi-sarcastically), 

"So, how much was your one sale for?" The kid looks up at his 

boss and says "$101,237.65".  

The boss, astonished, says $101,237.65?!? What the heck did 

you sell?"  The kid says, "Well, first, I sold him some new fish 

hooks.   

 Then I sold him a new fishing rod to go with his new hooks.   

 Then I asked him where he was going fishing and he said 

down the coast, so I told him he was going to need a boat, so 

we went down to the boat department and I sold him a  twin 

engine Chris Craft.   

 Then he said  he didn't think his Honda Civic would pull it, so 

I took him down to the  automotive department and sold him 

that Ford 4x4 Expedition."   The boss said "A guy came in here 

to buy a fish hook and you sold him a  boat and a TRUCK!?"   

 The kid  said   "No, the guy came in here to buy tampons for 

his wife, and I said,   'Dude,   your weekend's shot, you should 

Also I have never been in Cognito. I hear no one recog-

nizes you there 
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May Lost Boats 

USS Lagarto (SS-371) 

Lost on May 3, 1945 with the loss of 86 men near the Gulf of Siam. On her 2nd war patrol, she 
is believed to have been lost to a radar equipped minelayer. This minelayer was sunk by the 
USS Hawkbill 2 weeks later. 

Class: SS 285  
Commissioned: 10/14/1944  
Launched: 5/28/1944  
Builder: Manitowoc Shipbuilding Co  
Length: 312, Beam: 27  
#Officers: 10, #Enlisted: 71  
Fate: Baya tried to contact Lagarto and she made no reply. Japanese records state that 
during the night of 3-4 May, mine layer Hatsutaka attacked a U.S. submarine in that loca-
tion, it is presumed that Lagarto perished in battle with all hands. 85 men lost. 

 

USS Scorpion (SSN-589) 

USS Scorpion (SSN-589) was returning to Norfolk, VA. from a Mediterranean deployment. On 
May 22,1968 she reported her position to be about 50 miles south of the Azores. Scorpion was 
never heard from again. The exact cause of her loss has never been determined. 99 officers and 
men were lost. 

Class: SSN 588  
Commissioned: 7/29/1960  
Launched: 12/29/1959  
Builder: Electric Boat Co (General Dynamics)  
Length: 252, Beam: 32  
#Officers: 8, #Enlisted: 75  
Fate: Shortly after midnight of 22 May 1968,She indicated her position to be about 50 miles 
south of the Azores. Her last transmission ended at 0302. Later information has determined 
the time of the hull collapse as 1842 UDT on 22 May, 1968 at a depth of 1525  

 

USS Squalus (SS-192) 

USS Squalus suffered a catastrophic valve failure during a test dive off the Isle of Shoals. Partially flooded, the submarine sank 

to the bottom and came to rest keel down in 240 feet of water. Commander Charles Momsen and Navy divers on the USS Falcon 

(ASR-2) rescued 33 survivors use the diving bell he invented. 26 men drowned in the after compartments. Later Squalus was 

raised and recommissioned as the USS Sailfish. In an ironic turn of fate, Sailfish sank the Japanese aircraft carrier carrying sur-

viving crew members from Sculpin, which had located Squalus in 1939. Only one of survived af-

ter spending the rest of the war as slave laborers in Japan. 

Class: SS 188  

Commissioned: 3/1/1939  

Launched: 9/14/1938  

Builder: Portsmouth Navy Yard  

Length: 311, Beam: 27  

#Officers: 5, #Enlisted: 50  

Fate: Sailfish was sold for scrapping to Luria Brothers of Philadelphia, PA. Her conning 

tower stands as a memorial to the lost crew of the USS Squalus at the Portsmouth Naval 

Shipyard in Kittery, ME. 
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“ALL GAVE SOME — SOME GAVE ALL” 
 

Remember our shipmates on eternal patrol through out the year 

 

Tolling of the Bell For Our               Lost Boats And Shipmates 

(May Lost Boats Continued From Page 3) 

USS Stickleback (SS-415) 

Lost on May 30, 1958 when it sank off Hawaii while under tow after collision with USS 

Silverstein (DE-534). The entire crew was taken off prior to sinking. 

Class: SS 285  

Commissioned: 3/29/1945  

Launched: 1/1/1945  

Builder: Mare Island Navy Yard  

Length: 312, Beam: 27  

#Officers: 10, #Enlisted: 71  

Fate: She holed her port side. All crew were removed and efforts were made to save the subma-

rine. Compartments flooded, but even with lines tied around her, she sank in 1800 fathoms of 

water. 

USSVI  DUES 

ANNUAL NATIONAL BASE 

1 Yr. $20.00 $15.00 

3 Yr. pre-pay $55.00 $15.00 / Yr. 

5 Yr. pre-pay $90.00 $15.00 / Yr. 

LIFE NATIONAL BASE 

< Age 45 $500.00 $300.00 

Ages 46-55 Yrs. $400.00 $250.00 

Ages 56-65 Yrs. $300.00 $200.00 

Ages 66-75 Yrs. $200.00 $150.00 

Ages 76 + $100.00 $50.00 

In addition to the above there is a $7.00 one time fee for new base 

members, to pay for a nametag. 

Support our Troops Support our Troops Support our Troops    

 

Bill Bryan and his wife Shelia continue to ship your contri-

butions to our troops.  Most of the packages go to Afghani-

stan.  Your thoughtfulness and generosity is greatly appreci-

ated by those who receive “care packages” from home. 

Bring your donations to the next meeting or contact them at 

(360) 546-1111  

******************************** 

Tell Us What You Think 

Send E-Mails to the Editor To:  

rwsumner@pacifier.com 

Send Letters To: 

Bob Sumner  

PO Box 1886 

 Woodland, WA 98674 
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Binnacle List 
Fred Carneau went in the hospital April 26th and had a 

pacemaker like device installed in his left chest to help con-
trol his heart beat. He is tired but recovering at home and 
hopes to go to the meeting. 

 
Kathy Vrooman had her surgery and is healing well, the 

14 of May she will start chemo again. 
 
Ed Stowe has completed the 28 radiation treatments and 

his last PSA test was very low, which is good. He is feeling 
fine. 

 
 Keith Miller is healing well and should be getting around 

soon.  
Lets keep our ailing shipmates and family members in our 

thoughts and prayers as we go forward  each day  
***************************** 

Good for the Order 

FYI — Up Coming Events 

For the Blueback Base, Plan Ahead 

May:  

9th — Base Meeting    No Chow                                                                                                 

June: 

1st — Blueback Base 18th Birthday 

13th — Base Meeting — Chow 

July: 

11th — Base Meeting 

August:  

10th—Blueback Base Annual Picnic– Short Meeting 

September: 

12th — Base Meeting 

October: 

10th — Base Meeting — Chow 

13th — Navy 238th Birthday 

November:  

Veterans Day Parade — date to be announced 

14th — Base Meeting 

December:  

Blueback Annual Christmas Dinner  — date to be an-

nounced  

(Please let the Editor know if we have missed anything.) 

The Smiths 

The Smiths were unable to conceive children and decided to use a surrogate father to start their family. On the day the proxy 

father was to arrive, Mr. Smith kissed his wife goodbye and said, 'Well, I'm off now. The man should be here soon.' Half an hour 

later, just by chance, a door-to-door baby photographer happened to ring the doorbell, hoping to make a sale. 'Good morning, 

Ma'am', he said, 'I've come to...'Oh, no need to explain,' Mrs.. Smith cut in, embarrassed, 'I've been expecting you.' 'Have you 

really?' said the photographer. 'Well, that's good. Did you know babies are my specialty?''Well that's what my husband and I had 

hoped. Please come in and have a seat !. After a moment she asked, blushing, 'Well, where do we start?' 'Leave everything to 

me.. I usually try two in the bathtub, one on the couch, and perhaps a couple on the bed. And sometimes the living room floor is 

fun. You can really spread out there.' 'Bathtub, living room floor? No wonder it didn't work out for Harry and me!'  'Well, 

Ma'am, none of us can guarantee a good one every time. But if we try several different positions and I shoot from six or seven 

angles, I'm sure you'll be pleased with the results.' 'My, that's a lot!', gasped Mrs. Smith. 'Ma'am, in my line of work a man has to 

take his time. I'd love to be In and out in five minutes, but I'm sure you'd be disappointed with that.' 'Don't I know it,' said Mrs. 

Smith quietly. The photographer opened his briefcase and pulled out a portfolio of his baby pictures. 'This was done on the top 

of a bus,' he said. 'Oh, my God!' Mrs. Smith exclaimed, grasping at her throat. 'And these twins turned out exceptionally well - 

when you consider their mother was so difficult to work with.. 'She was difficult?' asked Mrs. Smith. 'Yes, I'm afraid so. I finally 

had to take her to the park to get the job done right. People were crowding around four and five deep to get a good look' 

'Four and five deep?' said Mrs. Smith, her eyes wide with amazement. 'Yes', the photographer replied. 'And for more than three 

hours, too. The mother was constantly squealing and yelling - I could hardly concentrate, and when darkness approached I had 

to rush my shots. Finally, when the squirrels began nibbling on my equipment, I just had to pack it all in.' Mrs. Smith leaned for-

ward. 'Do you mean they actually chewed on your, uh...equipment?' 'It's true, Ma'am, yes.. Well, if you're ready, I'll set-up my 

tripod and we can get to work right away..  'Tripod?' 'Oh yes, Ma'am. I need to use a tripod to rest my Canon on. It's much too 

big to be held in the hand very long.'          Mrs.. Smith fainted 

Blueback Base Business Cards 

At the March Blueback meeting we discussed making up 

some business cards that we could pass out when you meet a 

exsubmariner that is not aware of or a member of USSVI and 

or the Blueback Base. I had these cards made up and handed 

them out at the Blueback lunch at the Spaghetti Factory. 

Anyone who was not at the luncheon or needs additional 

cards, send a self addressed stamped envelope to: 

   Bob Sumner 

   109 Legacy Drive 

   Woodland, WA 98674 

I will send 10 cards at a time. 

******************************** 
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Gentleman 

 

There is a very nice electric wheelchair available and being offered for free to any 

DISABLED SUBMARINE VETERAN in need of one. The batteries were re-

placed two years ago and the chair itself is in excellent condition. The Model is 

Jet 3 Ultra. Please contact me if you are interested in obtaining it. If no submarine 

veterans are in need of it, then other disabled veterans will be considered. Please 

email me at stamps@fortunesofwar.com if you are in need of this chair or if you 

know of a submarine veteran in need of one. Again, I emphasize the submarine 

veteran aspect of this donation. The chair donor wants to keep it within the subvet 

community with the intent that when the chair is no longer needed, it will be made 

available once again for another submarine veteran in need. 

Respectfully, 

Mike Hyman 

 

Royal Australian Navy 

Guided Missile Submarine, Diesel-Electric (SSG) 

The characteristics and range of Collins Class submarines have been tailored specifically for its defence and two-ocean surveil-

lance role in the Royal Australian Navy. Designed to be as quiet as advanced technology can achieve, Collins Class submarines 

have been developed from five generations of submarines designed and built by the Swedish Navy. One of the first submarines 

to be totally designed by computers, these submarines boast a vast range of features. They include a high performance hull form, 

highly automated controls, low indiscretion rates, high shock resistance, efficient weapons handling, and an optional air-

independent propulsion system. The submarine will move silently on electric power supplied by banks of new-technology bat-

teries. The batteries are charged by three on-board diesel generator sets. 

The sophisticated combat system, which gathers its intelligence from its sensors, computes the input and then launches and di-

rects weapons, is an advance on any system currently available. 

Each boat has been named after a distinguished former member of the RAN, some of whom have made the ultimate sacrifice for 

their country. 

Based at HMAS Stirling in Western Australia, they are a formidable element in Australia's defence capability. 

Following is a list of Guided Missile Submarines, Diesel-Electric currently commissioned into the Royal 

Australian Navy. 

Name              Pennant                            Commissioned  Commanding Officer  

HMAS Collins  SSG 73  27 July 1996  

HMAS Dechaineux  SSG 76  23 February 2001 Commander James Lybrand 

HMAS Farncomb  SSG 74  31 January 1998 Commander Byron Williamson 

HMAS Rankin  SSG 78  29 March 2003  

HMAS Sheean  SSG 77  23 February 2001 Commander Richard Smallwood 

HMAS Waller  SSG 75  10 July 1999 Commander Micheal Jacobson 

Thursday April 11, 2013 
 
Blueback Base just received eight Holland Club certificates. 
They will be be presented soon to the following shipmates. 
 
Larry Johnson         Evert Nelson        George Hickens 
John Delihanty       Dennis Smith        Joseph Bieker 
Larry Koeneke       Michael LaPan 
 
 
 

mailto:stamps@fortunesofwar.com
http://www.navy.gov.au/hmas-collins
http://www.navy.gov.au/hmas-dechaineux
http://www.navy.gov.au/biography/commander-james-lybrand
http://www.navy.gov.au/hmas-farncomb
http://www.navy.gov.au/biography/commander-byron-williamson
http://www.navy.gov.au/hmas-rankin
http://www.navy.gov.au/hmas-sheean
http://www.navy.gov.au/biography/commander-richard-smallwood
http://www.navy.gov.au/hmas-waller
http://www.navy.gov.au/biography/commander-micheal-jacobson
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B—17 
I read and heard from those who flew them that the B-17 was the toughest airplane ever built, but this story in almost 

unbelievable. How could the pilots even see, let alone "fly" the plane. Incredible. 

 

IT WAS A FORTRESS COMING HOME. They Could Hear It Before They Could See it.  
 

Not all that unusual in those days as the personnel at Station 131 gathered around the tower and scattered hardstands to await the 

return of the B-17s sent out earlier that morning.. 

 

First comes the far off rumble and drone of the Cyclones. Then a spec on the East Anglia horizon. Soon a small cluster indicating 

the lead squadron. Finally, the group. Then the counting. 1-2-3-4-5... ...But that would have been normal. Today was different! It 

was too early for the group to return. "They're 20 minutes early. Can't be the 398th."  

 

They could hear it before they could see it! Something was coming home. But what? All eyes turned toward the northeast, align-

ing with the main runway, each ground guy and stood-down airman straining to make out this "wail of a Banshee," as one called 

it. Not like a single B-17 with its characteristic deep roar of the engines blended with four thrashing propellers. This was a howl! 

Like a powerful wind blowing into a huge whistle. Then it came into view. It WAS a B-17! 

 

Low and pointing her nose at the 6,000 foot runway, it appeared for all the world to be crawling toward the earth, screaming in 

protest. No need for the red flares. All who saw this Fort knew there was death 

aboard. "Look at that nose!" they said as all eyes stared in amazement as this 

single, shattered remnant of a once beautiful airplane glided in for an unrealistic 

"hot" landing. She took all the runway as the "Banshee" noise finally abated, 

and came to an inglorious stop in the mud just beyond the concrete runway. 

Men and machines raced to the now silent and lonely aircraft. The ambulance 

and medical staff were there first. The fire truck....ground and air personnel... 

.jeeps, truck, bikes.....Out came one of the crew members from the waist door, 

then another. Strangely quiet. The scene was almost weird. Men stood by as if 

in shock, not knowing whether to sing or cry. Either would have been accept-

able. The medics quietly made their way to the nose by way of the waist door as 

the remainder of the crew began exiting.. And to answer the obvious question, 

"what happened?" 

 

"What happened?" was easy to see. The nose was a scene of utter destruction. It was as though some giant aerial can opener had 

peeled the nose like an orange, relocating shreds of metal, Plexiglas, wires and tubes on the cockpit windshield and even up to 

the top turret. The left cheek gun hung limp, like a broken arm. One man pointed to the crease in chin turret. No mistaking that 

mark! A German 88 anti-aircraft shell had exploded in the lap of the togglier. This would be George Abbott of Mt. Lebanon , 

PA. He had been a waist gunner before training to take over the bombardier's role.  

Still in the cockpit, physically and emotionally exhausted, were pilot Larry deLancey and co-pilot Phil Stahlman. Navigator Ray 

LeDoux finally tapped deLancey on the shoulder and suggested they get out. Engineer turret gunner Ben Ruckel already had 

made his way to the waist was exiting along with radio operator Wendell Reed, ball turret gunner Al Albro, waist gunner Russell 

Lachman and tail gunner Herbert Guild. Stahlman was flying his last scheduled mission as a replacement for regular co-pilot, 

Grady Cumbie. The latter had been hospitalized the day before with an ear problem.. Lachman was also a "sub," filling in for 

Abbott in the waist.  

DeLancey made it as far as the end of the runway, where he sat down with knees drawn up, arms crossed and head down. The 

ordeal was over, and now the drama was beginning a mental re-play. then a strange scene took place. 

 

Group CO Col. Frank P. Hunter had arrived after viewing the landing from the tower and was about to approach deLancey. He 

was physically restrained by flight surgeon Dr. Robert Sweet. "Colonel, that young man doesn't want to talk now. When he is 

ready you can talk to him, but for now leave him alone." Sweet handed pills out to each crew member and told them to go to 

their huts and sleep. No dramatics, no cameras, no interviews. The crew would depart the next day for "flak leave" to shake off 

the stress. And then be expected back early in November. (Just in time to resume "normal" activities on a mission to Merseburg!) 

Mission No. 98 from North Hampstead had begun at 0400 that morning of October 15, 1944. It would be Cologne (again), led by 

CA pilots Robert Templeman of the 602nd, Frank Schofield of the 601st and Charles Khourie of the 603rd. 

(Continued on Page 9) 
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(B-17 continued from page 8) 

Tragedy and death appeared quickly and early that day. Templeman and pilot Bill Scott got the 602nd off at the scheduled 0630 

hour, but at approximately 0645 Khouri and pilot Bill Meyran and their entire crew crashed on takeoff in the town of Anstey . 

All were killed. Schofield and Harold Stallcup followed successfully with the 601st, with DeLancey flying on their left wing in  

the lead element. The ride to the target was routine, until the flak started becoming "unroutinely" accurate. "We were going 

through heavy flak on the bomb run," remembered deLancey. "I felt the plane begin to lift as the bombs were dropped, then all of 

a sudden we were rocked by a violent explosion. My first thought - 'a bomb exploded in the bomb bay' - was immediately dis-

carded as the top of the nose section peeled back over the cockpit blocking the forward view." "It seemed like the whole world 

exploded in front of us," added Stahlman. "The instrument panel all but disintegrated and layers of quilted batting exploded in a 

million pieces. It was like a momentary snowstorm in the cockpit."  

It had been a direct hit in the nose. Killed instantly was the togglier, Abbott. Navigator LeDoux, only three feet behind Abbott, 

was knocked unconscious for a moment, but was miraculously was alive. Although stunned and bleeding, LeDoux made his way 

to the cockpit to find the two pilots struggling to maintain control of an airplane that by all rights should have been in its death 

plunge. LeDoux said there was nothing anyone could do for Abbott, while Ruckel opened the door to the bomb bay and signaled 

to the four crewman in the radio room that all was OK - for the time being. The blast had torn away the top and much of the sides 

of the nose. Depositing enough of the metal on the windshield to make it difficult for either of the pilots to see. "The instrument 

panel was torn loose and all the flight instruments were inoperative with the exception of the magnetic compass mounted in the 

panel above the windshield And its accuracy was questionable. The radio and intercom were gone, the oxygen lines broken, and 

there was a ruptured hydraulic line under my rudder pedals," said deLancey. All this complicated by the sub-zero temperature at 

27,000 feet blasting into the cockpit.  

"It was apparent that the damage was severe enough that we could not continue to fly in formation or at high altitude. My first 

concern was to avoid the other aircraft in the formation, and to get clear of the other planes in case we had to bail out. We eased 

out of formation, and at the same time removed our oxygen masks as they were collapsing on our faces as the tanks were empty." 

At this point the formation continued on its prescribed course for home - a long, slow turn southeast of Cologne and finally west-

ward. DeLancey and Stahlman turned left, descending rapidly and hoping, they were heading west.. (And also, not into the gun 

sights of German fighters.) Without maps and navigation aids, they had difficulty getting a fix. By this time they were down to 

2,000 feet. "We finally agreed that we were over Belgium and were flying in a southwesterly direction," said the pilot. 

"About this time a pair of P-51s showed up and flew a loose formation on us across Belgium . I  often wondered what they 

thought as they looked at the mess up front." 

 

"We hit the coast right along the Belgium-Holland border, a bit farther north than we had estimated Ray said we were just south 

of Walcheren Island ." Still in an area of ground fighting, the plane received some small arms fire. This gesture was returned in 

kind by Albro, shooting from one of the waist guns. "We might have tried for one of the airfields in France , but having no maps 

this also was questionable. Besides, the controls and engines seemed to be OK, so I made the decision to try for home." "Once 

over England , LeDoux soon picked up landmarks and gave me course corrections taking us directly to North Hampstead . It was 

just a great bit of navigation. Ray just stood there on the flight deck and gave us the headings from memory."  

 

Nearing the field, Stahlman let the landing gear down. That was an assurance. But a check of the hydraulic pump sent another 

spray of oil to the cockpit floor. Probably no brakes! Nevertheless, a flare from Ruckel's pistol had to announce the "ready or 

not" landing. No "downwind leg" and "final approach" this time. Straight in!  

"The landing was strictly by guess and feel," said DeLancey. "Without instruments, I suspect I came in a little hot. Also, I had to 

lean to the left to see straight ahead. The landing was satisfactory, and I had sufficient braking to slow the plane down some. 

However, as I neared the taxiway, I could feel the brakes getting 'soft'. I felt that losing control and blocking the taxiway would 

cause more problems than leaving the plane at the end of the runway." 

 

That consideration was for the rest of the group. Soon three squadrons of B-17s would be returning, and they didn't need a dere-

lict airplane blocking the way to their respective hardstands. Stahlman, supremely thankful that his career with the 398th had 

come to an end, soon returned home and in due course became a captain with Eastern Airlines. Retired in 1984, Stahlman said 

his final Eastern flight "was a bit more routine" than the one 40 years before. DeLancey and LeDoux received decorations on 

December 11, 1944 for their parts in the October 15 drama. DeLancey was awarded the Silver Star for his "miraculous feat of 

flying skill and ability" on behalf of General Doolittle , CO of the Eighth Air Force. LeDoux for his "extraordinary navigation 

skill", received the Distinguished Flying Cross.  

 

The following DeLancey 1944 article was transcribed from the 398th BG Historical Microfilm. Note: due to wartime security, 

Northampstead is not mentioned, and the route DeLancey flew home is referred to in general terms.  

 
(Continued on Page 9) 
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Here are two photos of the Maintenance Volunteers on the USS 

Blueback  SS 581 Submarine at OMSI. These guys are the 

group that keeps the boat running and presentable for the public 

to enjoy and learn from. Some of these guys also do tours of 

the boat to the public.  

 

******************************* 

(B-17 Continued from Page 8) 

TO: STARS AND STRIPES 

FOR GENERAL RELEASE 

 

AN EIGHTH AIR FORCE BOMBER STATION, ENGLAND - After literally 

losing the nose of his B-17 Flying Fortress as the result of a direct hit by flak over 

Cologne, Germany, on October 15, 1944, 1st Lt. Lawrence M. DeLancey, 25, of 

Corvallis, Oregon, returned to England and landed the crew safely at his home 

base. Each man walked away from the plane except the togglier, Staff Sergeant 

George E. Abbott, Mt. Lebanon , Pennsylvania , who was killed in action.  

********************************************************** 

NEWS-01: CPO Rank 120th Birthday! 
Submitted by: Alfred H Singleman Jr on 4/1/2013 
------------------------------------------------------ 
Shipmates, 
Today April 1st, 2013 is the 120th Birthday of the CPO rank 
established this day in 1893. Many thanks to all of our members 
who have served, or are serving as Chief Petty Officers. As the 
Duke once said while playing a Submarine Captain in Operation 
Pacific," the Chiefs have been taken care of this man's Navy for 
a long time." Thank you for your service as a Chief Petty Offi-
cer, and for your support to OUR Navy, and Happy Birth-
day.You guys and gals who are Chiefs, Senior Chiefs, and Mas-
ter Chief's have done an outstanding job over these 120 years. 
BZ to all. 
 
Pride Runs Deep, 
Al Singleman,Jr POC Manager 
 

Fellow Submariner or Associate 
  The Royal Australian Navy Submarine Service will cele-

brate 100 Years of Service in 2014 and will welcome Na-

tional and International Visitors to our celebration and Me-

morial Services. 

Attached is an outline of the program planned throughout 

the forthcoming period with special attention on SUBWEEK 

2014 to be celebrated in Fremantle Western Australia from 

7th November 2014. 

Fremantle of course was the Secret Harbour for the USN, 

RN and Dutch Navy Submarines in World War II. The pur-

pose of this e-mail is to advise you and through you to your 

other members and associates of the activities planned and 

for you to have a contact point in Australia for further infor-

mation. As more detailed information becomes available it 

will be disseminated to the International Submarine Commu-

nity. 

  I am the Submarines Association Australia's National Co-

ordinator for the Submarine Centenary and look forward to 

you joining us for the celebrations. 

  Yours Sincerely 

-- 

Paul T Meakin 

SAA National Co-ordinator for SUB100 

 

 

I have been advised on the best authority that although lots 
of Submariners will be in Fremantle for some time we will 
not run out of Beer. 
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Summer 
Find and circle all of the summer words that are hidden in the grid. 

The remaining letters spell an additional summer item. 

ANTS 

AUGUST 

BARBECUE 

BASEBALL 

BEACH 

BEES 

BICYCLE 

BLUE SKY 

BOATING 

BREEZE 

CAMPING 

 

FISHING 

FLIES 

FLOWERS 

GARDENING 

GOLF 

GREEN GRASS 

HAT 

HIKING 

HOLIDAYS 

HOT 

ICE CREAM 

 

JULY 

JUNE 

MOSQUITOES 

NO SCHOOL 

PICNIC 

ROLLER BLADES 

SANDALS 

SKATEBOARD 

SOCCER 

SOLSTICE 

SPRINKLERS 

 

SUNBURN 

SUNGLASSES 

SUNSCREEN 

SUNSHINE 

SUNTAN 

SWEAT 

SWIMMING 

U V RAYS 

WASPS 

WATER FIGHTS 

WATERMELON 

April Solution 

The hidden transportation method is: HOT AIR BALLOON 


